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About This Content

NOTE: THE MAIN GAME X-PLANE 10 IS NOT AVAILABLE ANYMORE!
PLEASE ONLY PURCHASE DLCS WHEN YOU ARE ALREADY OWNER OF X-

PLANE 10!

There are only very few places on earth with such beautiful scenery in close proximity to an airport as it is with Stewart Airport
in British Columbia. At the end of the Portland Canal, almost on the border between the USA and Canada, there lies the town of

Stewart with a small, but well-known and popular airport. Tall and majestic mountains tower like walls on both sides of the
airport. Combine this complex terrain with bad weather, which usually is the case for most of the year in this region, each

approach and departure will be a real challenge.

The Scenery "CZST - Stewart" is up to date the most detailed add-on you can get for the "X-Plane 10" simulator. Discover these
details with their high-resolution textures, in a plane or a helicopter and enjoy.

Features

faithful replica of the real airport with HD buildings and pre-rendered ambient occlusion

the airport surroundings with handcrafted ground imagery and a resolution of 2cm per pixel

surrounding Photoscenery at a resolution of 50 cm per pixel covering an area of over 150 square kilometers
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volumetric grass

hand placed 3D trees and other custom objects

precisely visualized town of Stewart, with every building modelled in 3ds MAX, the architecture of the buildings fits in
precisely with this location

dozens of hand placed POIs, such as the museum, schools, fire station, port, fuel station, hospital and many others
simulator

many species of HD trees and landscape with dense forest

hand edited Mesh of the whole area. Edited abnormalities in terrain elevation, perfected roads etc.
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Title: X-Plane 10 AddOn - Aerosoft - CZST Stewart
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Beti-X
Publisher:
Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 12 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 3 GHz, multi-core CPU (or, even better, multiple processors)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: with at least 512 MB of VRAM

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,German
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One of my favourite strategy games.
+old isometric graphic
+music
+hard (many missions you may finish in 2-10min if you know how do it or you fight 30-60min because you sart building and do
technology and in the same time opponent create only army)
+multiplayer
+map editor creator (you may create army and without save the map go to battle and create your new army or opposite in the
same time)
+colonial history of the Unitet States
+8 campaigns every with 5 missions

-only slow or fast mode (only fast work because on slow game crash and game is harder because on every attack of opponent
you have 0-1s to response)
-workers AI
. Game still has game breaking bugs well after release. not recommended until they are fixed.

edit: a year later they are still there. nothing has changed in 10 months. do not purchase. i wish i could have gotten a refund a
year ago and especially now since i'm not interested in being a beta tester.. DO NOT GET THIS GAME
-
-
Here is why, I bought this and was looking forward to the new features and stuff, however they cancelled the game because they
got a litle bit of hhate and some comanys declined having their character in the game

DO NOT BUY. Ugulem to spoko gra byla ale ja teraz usuneli znaczy zamkneli i godziny mozna nabijac ale jest haczyk bo nie
mozna grac jeju szkoda. Jak just survive nie dziala to jest spoczko alternatywa nazywa sie Just Fishing jak mieliscie yellow
parke dostajecie bonus w just fishing w postaci rybieniu łów i jest spoczi :). This game is more empty than a Politicans
Promises. Where to begin....

Whether it be through the subtle critique on capitalism through the two-headed alien running the ice cream shop/rocket or the
eloquent metaphors for our generation's fight for equality and acceptance with varying gender roles through being able to
change your color in the diner, there's a little something for everyone in this game.

For me, the most powerful metaphor was in the beginning.

In an incredibly powerful parallel of Genesis from the Bible, Putt Putt enters the fireworks factory but is warned not to pull the
bright red lever. In a stroke of genius, the lever is inevitable pulled. However, it's because you let in a butterfly and your dog
jumps on the lever attempting to catch it. Not only does this imply that maybe Adam and Eve being kicked out of the Garden of
Eden was accidental; but it has quite an interesting sub-statement about The Butterfly Effect and Chaos Theory.

In this game, Putt-Putt goes for a ride and so will you by playing it. It's not the longest game but the subject matter more than
makes up for it.

10/10. you: oh hey i want a civilization!
game: no im gonna crash

d o n t b u y i t. Old s(Cool)
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Does as advertised. It's relaxing, though also brilliant in its way; I've never played a game that used the same mechanic (using
rope to cover as much of a surface as possible). On the Summer Sale it's all of a $1, so there really isn't a good reason not to
check it out.. Greate game. Great Little game.. I think this game has the potential to be really awesome but in its current state, it
feels like its missing "nuts and bolts". Its fun going out and doing the "hunts" and getting random stuff but the "stuff" you obtain
is ultra simplistic. We are essentially grinding to get hunger\/health and some bombs.

I will give it a thumbs up because I have faith they will tweak the game over time.

Two biggest things that need tweaking:

1.) The maps need more "meat and potatoes"... Maybe random humonoid patrols or random events... Something to make the
world a little bit more alive. It feels like a walk\/run simulator just like every other survival game I have played. It is as if the
word "survival" in a game means you need very long travel times.

2.) Itemization... The character can equip 4 items... Primary\/secondary weapon.... A shield... and a "potion" which is like a
trinket that grants one benefit such as resistance or more health.... This is way to basic. More slots and more variety for both
"trinkets" and weapons is needed.

Overall, the game concept is there but the implementation of how and why is super simplistic.

7\/10 Rating in its current state with massive potential to be a lot better with some patches.. 140 images of middling quality.

The costumes are a little sub par and so is the photography. It's not bad, it's just not brilliant.

Most of the images are just very minor variations on each other.

The girls are quite pretty.

Costume 5\/10
Scenery 5\/10
Photography 5\/10
Quantity 10\/10
Variety 3\/10. Wow.

I have around a 30 minute tolerance in VR. (HTC Vive) normally due to boredom.

This freckin game knocks it out of the ball park. It's a game I can play all afternoon.

Best money spent so far on a vive game. It's mind blowing. I hope the devs keep updating.

10 out of 10. Started to use this software at end of 2013 or early 2014, very good because imgur upload, very easy to setup,
images can be edited before upload, and can upload to anywhere.. The game is boring at first but once you start to unlock the
first upgrades, it gets easier. What keeps the game interesting is the bosses at each 100 points earned and the fact that each level
gets harder and harder. The only downside of the game is that there is only 5 upgrades, which don't take long to get! The only
thing I think is missing is the lack of upgrades.. \u0412\u0438\u0437\u0443\u0430\u043b\u044c\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u043d\u043e\u0432\u0435\u043b\u0430 \u0441 \u043d\u0435\u043f\u043b\u043e\u0445\u043e\u0439
\u0440\u0438\u0441\u043e\u0432\u043a\u043e\u0439. \u041c\u0443\u0437\u043a\u0430
\u043f\u0440\u0438\u044f\u0442\u043d\u0430\u044f. \u0423\u043f\u0440\u0430\u0432\u043b\u0435\u043d\u0438\u0435
\u043f\u0440\u043e\u0441\u0442\u043e \u043e\u0442\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0439, \u0442\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043a\u043e
\u043c\u044b\u0448\u043a\u0430 (\u0438 \u0441\u0442\u0440\u0435\u043b\u043a\u0438
\u043a\u043b\u0430\u0432\u044b), \u0442\u043e\u043b\u044c\u043a\u043e
\u0445\u0430\u0440\u0434\u043a\u043e\u0440. \u0413\u043e\u0440\u044f\u0447\u0438\u0445
\u043a\u043b\u0430\u0432\u0438\u0448 \u0432 \u0434\u0438\u0430\u043b\u043e\u0433\u0430\u0445
\u043d\u0435\u0442\u0438 \u0432 \u043f\u043e\u043c\u0438\u043d\u0435. \u041f\u043e\u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430\u043b
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15 \u043c\u0438\u043d\u0443\u0442 \u0438 \u0443\u0434\u0430\u043b\u0438\u043b.\u041d\u0430
\u043b\u044e\u0431\u0438\u0442\u0435\u043b\u044f \u0436\u0430\u043d\u0440\u0430.. As a massive Spellforce fan, I was
really looking forward to Faith in Destiny. However though it was fun to play, it left me a little disappointed. At a glance,
everything about this game should mean I loved it. It was classic Spellforce. Except, it wasn't.

Firstly, unlike the other incarnations of Spellforce, I could not create a female character, and there doesn't appear to be a reason
for this (no male only references in the storyline etc).

Secondly: It was short. So very, very short. I felt like the story had barely got going before it was over. The whole game feels
like a demo for Demons of the Past, not a game in it's own right.

And finally: The extra scenarios. After paying for a game that was almost insultingly short, I was offered 3 extra scenarios. For a
fee of course. No thanks, I've forked over enough of my cash already.

It breaks my heart, but unless it comes up on sale, I cannot recommend this game, and I think my journey with Spellforce ends
here. I certainly won't be paying full price for the next one.
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